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INTRODUCTION

SuperPoocoin is the newest member of the Poocoin family.

Super Poocoin is an hyper-deflationary token with safe autofarming to earn passive
reflections. We are the first token that you can earn $Poocoin with automatic burn,
amazing weekly prize, special features, etc...

Our reward tokenomics are unlike any others.

We reward our holders with a coin that has HUGE potential to growth and the future of
altcoin industry. Super Poocoin is your best partner, he start to make money for you
immediatly when you hold $SUPERPOO. Every 60 minutes, we reward ou holders with
$Poocoin tokens !

Hold $SuperPoo and earn $Poocoin automatically, not a single action is required.

Hold $SuperPoo and get rewards in $Poocoin automatically on every transaction directly
on your wallet. See your assets in $Poocoin growing indefinitely.
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You might ask yourself, what makes SUPERPOOCOIN so special? It is a hybrid of
Superhero and the famous Poocoin. Superpoocoin is a community-driven, interactive 
De-Fi token. Become part of Superpoo's amazing community and see your assets moon!

How do you pick the right cryptocurrency when there are so many out there to choose
from? Pick one that gives you an unlimited opportunities through our prized system!

Every day we will hold a lucky draw to give our holders a chance to win the prized funds
accumulated from each transaction. Start using our token and stand a chance to be our
lucky winner through our prized system.

WHY US

? 
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Poocoin is one of the best popular digital coin.

Poocoin is a great token to invest and you will receive them just for holding
$Superpoocoin.

The Poocoin token already has a massive following, a large marketcap, and a substantial
liquidity pool.

Not one crypto investor, new or hold, hasn't heard or used Poocoin at least once.

The poocoin platform is one of the key players in the shitcoin industry, and is definitely
here to stay.

The Poocoin token will gain even more popularity, and we see infinite potential in the
Poocoin token.

WHY REWARDS IN POOCOIN 
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ARE WE SAFU ?

LOCKED LIQUIDITY:

MARKETING WALLET:

CONTRACT AUDITS
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By releasing a well-explained white paper, promoting a high level of communication,
provide all wallet addresses, supply allocation and the team’s allocation, Super Poocoin
can start to build a strong foundation of trust and transparency in the crypto market.

In the current crypto market, trust in the project, security of the dapps and contract is the
most important factor. That means full transparency not only in the community support
and development but also in any security effort

The Super Poocoin token contract is audited by Tech-Audit.

Liquidity will be locked on PancakeSwap and the team has kept a very small ratio of
tokens for marketing to reduce any kind of risk.

No rug pulls here, Super Poo is in for the long haul.

Initial liquidity will be locked for 12 months to provide holders with peace of mind that the
token can always be exchanged. We will also eventually move to infinity lock for the LP
tokens.

The marketing wallet (3,00% of supply) will be locked for several months with partial
disblock each week.
This wallet will be used for promotional purposes such as airdrops, giveaways & contests

In an effort to increase transparency and ensure security, the team has planned to
undertake 1 audit with Tech-Audit in first 24 hours after launch. We’ll be able to ensure no
vulnerabilities can be found.  

An Certik audit is also planned in future.

Become a Holder of one of the most transparent projects on the BSC platform



share our thoughts with the community before taking decisions
we listen to the community's suggestions and try to realize them.

TRANSPARENCY 

SuperPoocoin is decentralized and supported by its community of enthusiasts. We
encourage open communication and believe trust, transparency, and community are the
3 Pillars to building longevity.
Video chat was done before the launch, the developer and the marketing manager were
fully doxxed.

COMMUNITY 

SuperPoocoin is growing fast. we believe that only together we are strong. Community is
everything and SuperPoo strives to include everyone from around the globe. A token is
only as strong as its members, that’s why we :

TRUST 

In cryptocurrency market trust is paramount. That means full transparency not only in the
community and development but also in security efforts.

VALUES 
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Weekly lucky draw to give our charitable holders a chance to win a prized funds
accumulated from each transaction.

1% of each buy and 2% of each sell transaction is swapped to BNB and sent to our
Weekly Prize wallet.

Just hold $SuperPoo and you automatically have a chance to Win our Amazing Weekly
Prize.

10% of each transaction will go back to our amazing
holders in $Poocoin

1% of buy transaction and 2% of sell
transaction will be automatically burned

1% of buy transaction and 2% of sell
transaction will be send to Daily Prize wallet

1% of each transaction will go to PancakeSwap
liquidity pool

Our contract has anti whale and anti-dump
systems and even sniper bot protection.

Daily lucky draw to give our charitable holders a chance to win a prized funds
accumulated from each transaction.

1% of each buy and 2% of each sell transaction is swapped to BNB and sent to our
Weekly Prize wallet.

Just hold $SuperPoo and you automatically have a chance to Win our Amazing Daily
Prize.

SPECIAL FEATURES

AUTO HOLDER

AUTO BURN

DAILY GIVEAWAY

AUTO LIQUIDITY

ANTI-WHALE MECHANISMS

DAILY LUCKY DRAW
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OUR TOKENOMICS

TOTAL BUY  SLIPPAGE =15%
Every Buy transaction is taxed with a 15% fees

10% is swapped to $Poocoin and distribued to all holders

1% is sent to Liquity Pool to ensure enough liquidity

1% is auto-burned to reduce total supply and make Super Poocoin token even more rare

1% is swapped to BNB and sent to daily prize wallet

2% is swapped to BNB and sent to marketing wallet to guarantee marketing and partnerships.

1% is sent to Liquity Pool to ensure enough liquidity

1% is auto-burned 
to reduce total supply and
make Super Poocoin token
even more rare

2% is swapped to BNB and sent
to marketing wallet to guarantee
large scale continued marketing
and new partnerships.

1% is swapped to BNB
and sent to daily prize
wallet

10% is swapped to $Poocoin
and distribued to all holders
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10% is swapped to $Poocoin and distribued to all holders

1% is sent to Liquity Pool to liquidity

2% is auto-burned to reduce total supply

2% is swapped to BNB and sent to daily prize wallet

3% is swapped to BNB and sent to marketing wallet.

TOTAL SELL SLIPPAGE =18%
Every Sell transaction is taxed with a 18% fees

3% is swapped to BNB and
sent to marketing wallet

2% is swapped to BNB
and sent to daily prize
wallet

2% is auto-burned to
reduce total supply

1% is sent to Liquity Pool
to liquidity

10% is swapped to
$Poocoin and distribued
to all holders
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Total Supply = 1,000,000,000,000

Liquidity = 50 %

Burn = 46 %

Airdrop = 1 %

DISTRIBUTION

Liquidity = 500.000.000.000

Initial Burn = 460.000.000.000

Marketing = 30.000.000.000

Airdrop = 10.000.000.000

Marketing = 3 %



Marketing is the most important factor in the growth and life of a coin.

Having a marketing tax is the difference between a short and long term project.

Running out of marketing funds is synonymous with the end of a coin, and having only a
« marketing wallet » is inefficient, in the sense that it requires the developer to do a « one
time » sell and affect the price chart of the token.

Having a marketing fee, howener, guarantees that as long trading volume is reasonably
high, funds are being put at the service of marketing and growth of the project.

MARKETING
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PHASE 01

PHASE 02

PHASE 04

PHASE 03

ROADMAP
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Super Poocoin Is Born
Website Launch
Socials Creation
Community Creation
Organic Growth
Pancake Swap Launch

Audit Tech-Audit
Massive Marketing Campaign
Partnership Influencers
Massive Marketing Campaign
Listing Coin Gecko
Listing Coin Market Cap

Reward Dashboard Creation
$SUPERPOO NFT Launch
SuperPoo Swap launch
Trust Wallet Integration
Certik Audit
Big and Strategic partnerships

Partnerships With Others Token
Centralized Exchange Listing
Play 2 Earn Superpoocoin World
Merchandise Sales
Major Exchange listing
Constant Community Grow
Many More Soon...

All new informations about the future roadmap will be shared and updated regularly



The Superpoocoin team is determined to making the $Superpoo a challenger in the
cryptospace, thus,creating :

A platform that gives avenue
for staking/farming will be
launched few weeks after
launch.

SUPERPOOSWAP

EXCLUSIVE NFT

STAKING PLATFORM

A user friendly swap platform
which allow easy swap of all
BEP20 tokens on our native
SuperPoocoin's Swap platform,
expected few weeks after launch.

Our own exclusive SuperPoocoin
NFTs collection.

FUTURE FEATURES

Our future Play 2 Earn game
NFT Game will be launched
few weeks after launch.

SUPERPOOCOIN WORLD
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JOIN SUPERPOOCOIN-COMMUNITY

THANK YOU!

www.facebook.com/SuperPoocoin-108160978317852

Twitter.com/SuperPoocoin/

Instagram.com/superpoocoin/

www.youtube.com/channel/UCMANyM0mdTlW0eDwNq_3lEw

www.superpoocoin.com

t.me/SuperPoocoinOfficial
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